
Anna Bella Happy Hoppy Easter Fun In Flower
Anna Bella is a curious and adventurous little girl who loves to explore the
world around her. One sunny Easter morning, Anna Bella wakes up feeling
excited and ready for the annual Easter egg hunt.
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Anna Bella puts on her favorite Easter dress and heads outside to meet her
friends, Buster the Bunny and Daisy the Duck. Together, they set off into
the backyard, which is blooming with beautiful flowers of all shapes and
colors.

Anna Bella, Buster, and Daisy search high and low for Easter eggs. They
look under bushes, behind trees, and even in the flowerpots. As they
search, they encounter all sorts of friendly animals, including a hopping
frog, a chirping bird, and a buzzing bee.

After a fun-filled morning of searching, Anna Bella, Buster, and Daisy have
collected a basket full of Easter eggs. They sit down in the grass to enjoy
their treats and share stories about their adventures.
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Anna Bella Happy Hoppy Easter Fun In Flower is a delightful children's
book that captures the magic and excitement of the Easter season. With its
vibrant illustrations and charming story, this book is sure to become a
favorite for kids of all ages.

About the Author

Anna Bella is a children's book author who loves to write stories that are
both entertaining and educational. She has written several books for
children, including the popular Anna Bella series.

Anna Bella lives in a small town with her husband and two children. She
enjoys spending time with her family, reading, and writing.

Free Download Your Copy Today!

Anna Bella Happy Hoppy Easter Fun In Flower is available now at all major
bookstores. Free Download your copy today and enjoy the magic of Easter
with Anna Bella and her friends.
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